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This note shows that the modular arithmetic weight of an integer is invariant 
to the cyclic shifts of its radix-2 form. This result leads to a reduced search for 
the minimum weight codeword in a cyclic AN-code as well as to a better 
understanding of previous work. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Recent interest in cyclic AN codes as seen in Avizienis (1967) and Garcia 
(1969) is due mainly to their relation to two's complement arithmetic in 
computers and to the possibility of making arithmetic units that would 
perform with exceptional ccuracy over a long period of time. This note will 
show that the modular arithmetic weight of the radix-2 form of an integer is 
invariant under cyclic shifts. 
There are many ways of representing integers in the form 
I ~ ~ ai ri. 
i--O 
One of the common forms is radix-2 or binary, which requires r = 2 and 
ai = 0 or 1. Another, the modified binary (MB) form requires r = 2 and 
ai = 0, 1 or --1. The arithmetic weight (AW) of an integer is the minimum 
number of nonzero ai's in any MB representation. It has been shown that the 
minimum weight form is obtained if aiai+l = 0 for all i. This particular 
minimum form is unique and is called the nonadjacent form (NAF). 
The modular arithmetic weight (MAW) of an integer I is defined by Rao 
and Garcia (1971) as the minimum of AW(I) and AW(m --  I), where m is 
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a specified modulus. In this note, the modulus m will always be taken as 
2" - -  1. 
Positive integers less than the modulus m = 2" --  1 can be divided into 
three distinct classes based on the two highest coefficients in their n-[- 1 
place NAF(an, an_ 1 ,..., ao). These classes will be called the "thirds of m" 
due to their structure in interval notation. The "lower third of m" (L3m) 
has two zeroes as its leading coefficients, i.e., a,  ~ an_ 1 = O. Similarly, 
the "middle third" (M3m) and "upper third" (U3m) have 0, 1, and 1, 0 as 
their leading coefficients a , ,  a , -a ,  respectively. In interval notation 
L3m = (0, 2-/3), M3m = (2n/3, 2"+1/3) and U3m = (2"+1/3, 2") where (a, b) 
indicates the set of all integers I such that a < I < b. T( I )  will be used to 
indicate the integer that has as its n place radix-2 form the cyclic shift of the n 
place radix-2 form of I. 
Note that 
T( I )  = 21, I < 2 "-~ 
and 
T( I )  = 21 -- (2" --  1), 2 n-x ~< I < m. 
Massey (1964) has shown that AW( I ) - -  AW(J) ~ AW( I - ?  J) ~< 
AW(I) + AW(J) or in other words that AW satisfies the triangle inequality. 
Theorem I will shown the specific relation between the MAW and the AW 
of an integer L 
THEOREM I. For a positive integer I < m, 
MAW(I)  = AW(I) i f  I ~L3m,  or I ~ M3m and l is even. 
Otherwise, MAW(I)  = AW(2" --  1 - - I ) .  
Proof. I f  I~L3m,  then the n + 1 place NAF of I is (0, 0, a,_z ..... ao) 
so that AW(2 n --  I) = AW(I) -{- 1. Thus 
AW(2" --  1 --  I) ) AW(2" - -  I)  - -  AW(1) = AW(I) 
where use has been made if the triangle inequality. Hence MAW(I)  = AW(I). 
I f /~  U3m, then (2 n - -  1 - -  I )  ~L3m so that MAW(I)  = AW(2" --  1 --  I) 
by the above. 
I f  I~M3m,  then I has the n + 1 place NAF(0, 1, 0, a,_~ ..... ao) and 
hence 2" - - /has  NAF(0, 1, 0, - -a ,_  2 ..... --ao) so that AW(2" - -  I )  = AW(I). 
I f  I is odd, then 2" --  I is also odd so that subtracting 1 cannot increase its 
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arithmetic weight. Thus,  AW(2 n - -  I - -  1) ~< AW(2 ~ - -  I )  = AW( I )  so that 
MAW( I )  = AW(2"  - - I -  1). 
Finally, if I e M3m and I is even, then J = 2 ~ - I - 1 E M3m and J is 
odd so that MAW( I )  ~ MAW( J )  - -  AW(2 '~ - -  I - -  J )  = AW(I) .  
I I. THE MAIN RESULT 
The main result of this note is the following theorem which shows that  
modular  arithmetic weight is invariant to cyclic shifting of radix-2 forms. 
THEOREM II.  For a positive integer I ~ m, 
MAW( I )  ~ MAW[T( / ) ] .  
Proof. Consider the following two cases: 
Case (a): I < 2 ~-1 so that T(I) = 21. 
Suppose first that I ~L3m. Then either T(I)~L3rn or T( I )~ M3m and 
T(I) is even. In  both cases, we have from Theorem I that 
MAW[T( / ) ]  ~- AW[T( I ) ]  - -  AW(2I )  = AW( I )  = MAW( I ) .  
Suppose next that I ~ M3m and I is even. Then  AW(2 ~-  1 - -21)  = 
AW(2 ~ - -  21) + 1 since the NAF  of 2 ~ - -  21 ends in 0, 0. But also 21~ U3m 
so that AW(2 ~ - -  21) ---- AW(2I )  - -  1 = AW( I )  - -  1. Hence, by Theorem I, 
we have 
MAW[T( I ) ]  = AW(2 n - -  1 - -  2I) = AW(I )  = MAW(I ) .  
Suppose finally that I ~ M3m and I is odd. I ~ M3m implies both that 
AW(2 ~ - - I )  = AW( I )  and AW(2 ~ - -  21) = AW( I )  - -  1. I f  the NAF  of I 
ends in 0, - -1 fol lowed possibly by any number  of repetit ions of 0, 1, then 
one sees that 
AW(2 ~- I -  1) =AW(2 • - I ) -  1 =AW( I ) - - I  
and 
AW(2 ~ - -  21 -  1) = AW(2 ~ - -  21) = AW( I )  - -  1. 
Similarly, if the NAF  o f /ends  in 0, 0, 1 followed possibly by any number  of 
repetit ions of 0, 1 then one sees that 
AW(2" - -  I - -  1) = AW(2"  - -  I )  = AW( I )  
and 
AW(2"  - -  2 J  - I )  = AW(2"  - -  21) + 1 = AW(I ) ,  
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Thus, for either ending we have 
AW(2 ~ -- I --  1) = AW(2 ~ -- 21 --  1) 
which by Theorem I is equivalent to 
MAW(I)  = MAW[T(/)]. 
Case (b). I ~ 2 n-1 so that T( I )  = 21-  2 n + 1. 
Let J=2  ~-1 -1 .  
Note that 
MAW[T(I)] = MAW[m-  T(I)] 
---- MAW[2 ~ -- 1 --  (21 -  2, + 1)] 
= MAW(2J). 
But J < 2 n-1 so that from case (a) we have 
MAW(2J)  = MAW(J). 
Noting that MAW(J)  = MAW(I)  we have 
MAW[T(/)]  = MAW(I)  
which completes the proof. 
I I I .  CONCLUSIONS 
This note has shown that the modular arithmetic weight of an integer is 
invariant to cyclic shifts of its radix-2 form. This result enables one to 
simplify the search for the minimum distance of cyclic AN codes as shown 
by Massey and Garcia (1972). In addition it leads to better understanding 
of known results for the computation of arithmetic weights and distances 
of cyclic AN codes in terms of the orbits of B, the number of codewords, 
as described by Chien et al. (1971) and by Goto and Fukumura (1968). 
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